
WEEK 8: 1 CORINTHIANS 6:12-20

 

INTRO: Deep in our hearts most of us feel like saying: “I’m free to do what I want!” What 
arguments do we use to persuade ourselves of this? 

1.    Gentile worship in Paul’s day involved the men of a city visiting temple prostitutes. The
Corinthian Christians had a number of sayings to justify a permissive attitude to this. As 
you READ 1 COR 6:12-13 see if you can identify these sayings along with Paul’s 
correction to each.

     Everything is permissible (or i have the right to do anything)

                        -Paul’s correction- not everything is beneficial and I shouldn’t be enslaved by these things

     Food for the stomach and the stomach for food (meaning- if God has given it to me I must use it!)

 

                                -Paul’s correction- God’s judgment is still to be considered

                

·      Think broadly about this- not beneficial for whom?

Not beneficial for us, for those who observe us either Christian or non-Christian, for the church as a whole 

·      Freedom is a key issue in the Christian life & esp life at Corinth. In what sense are we 
Christians free & in what sense are we not? (Break into groups & discuss using the following as an 
aid to direct the conversation (Rom 13:8-10; Gal 3:23-25; 1 Cor 9:12; 1 Cor 9:19-23; 1 Cor 10:23-
24)
We’re free from the need to obey the OT laws as a way of being right with God though they are still a guide to behaviour. We are not 
free from Christ’s law, the law of love which seeks to do good to our neighbour, avoid putting a stumbling block before others and see
as many saved as possible

2.    For those of a Greek background (like the Corinthians) the body was just an unimportant 
prison that enclosed the soul. As you READ 1 COR 6:13b-17 what does Paul teach instead about 
the body?
The body, a part of the whole person is meant to belong to God and honour Him both now and in the future since He will raise us 
bodily. This is why it is an offence to use our bodies in any way that dishonours this unity with God. In Sexual intercourse there is a 
profound oneness of body that is intended only for marriage

·      How would you paraphrase the conclusion Paul seems to be drawing from this about sexual 
immorality?

See above 

·      Genesis describes the sexual intimacy of marriage as “two becoming one”. Does this mean that
if someone commits sexual immorality God considers those two people to be married? That they 
should marry?

 No. See the paper on marriage which explains that marriage is more than sex. There is a permanent and monogamous commitment of
mind, body and Spirit which should be publicly witnessed and endorsed.

3.    As you READ 1 COR 6:18-20, what final arguments does Paul bring to show why sexual 
immorality is so inappropriate for the Christian?

Sexual sin, since sex is a binding activity intended for marriage in some fashion affects us in a way which impacts on us 
internally (perhaps psychologically) Secondly our bodies which are intended as a temple for God’s Spirit should not be misused 
in this way. We are not free to do as we please with our bodies since they, like all of us are God’s possession.

·      Verse 18 is puzzling. In what sense might sexual sin be committed against our own bodies ie 
our spirits, minds, memories, consciences, emotions?

 See above



·      Optional: A Christian friend says to you: “God made us with sexual desires. Surely it’s not 
right to keep these bottled up!” How would you answer them?

 

4.    If a Christian friend has sinned sexually what action would you encourage him or her to take if
they are married? If they are not married?

 Confession of it to someone else and esp their spouse. Repentance and measures taken to ensure that this never happens again. 
With genuine repentance the confidence that God can forgive them. Explanation to the other person as to why this was a mistake. 
Avoiding of circumstances that may make them vulnerable again in the future.

·      The principle in v 20 is wide reaching. What are some areas of life that it will affect? What 
questions will it cause you to ask about your own life style?

 Sexuality, dress standards, modesty, drugs, tobacco and alcohol usage, speech, inappropriate touch, exercise (excessive exercise due 
to pride or lack of exercise due to apathy), body language, conduct in sport etc

Pray: Ask God to help us be wise so we can honor Him with our bodies.


